DOG DAYS of summer

Why didn’t the dog want to play football? IT WAS A BOXER

What do you call a frozen dog? A PUPSICLE

Who is the best dog detective? SHERLOCK BONES

When is a black dog not a black dog? WHEN IT’S A GREYHOUND

What kind of dog doesn’t bark? A HUSH PUPPY

What dog keeps the best time? A WATCHDOG

Where won’t you find a dog shopping? A FLEA MARKET

Why did the dog do so well in school? HE WAS TEACHER’S PET

Why did the Dalmatian visit the eye doctor? HE WAS SEEING SPOTS

What did the dog say when he sat on sandpaper? RUFF

What is a dog’s favorite kind of store? A RE-TAIL STORE

What dog can jump higher than a building? ANY DOG BECAUSE BUILDINGS CAN’T JUMP

Why do dogs run in circles? BECAUSE IT’S HARD TO RUN IN SQUARES

What’s a dog’s favorite instrument? A TROMBONE

Why was the dog such a good storyteller? HE WOULD PAWS FOR DRAMATIC EFFECT
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